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Become a multi-properties owner of worldwide 
 high-yields properties within minutes. 

 Users receive their monthly income rent, and capital gain instantly 
by allocating investments in the properties they prefer. Properties are  
tokenized on the blockchain. Swinca platform is easy to use, instant and 
require no minimum of investment to automatically receive their respective 
income rent and capital gain. 

- COIN PRICE is designed to organically 
  grow with Swinca  
- HIGHER ROI than average real estate 
  investments  
- PROPERTY MANAGEMENT by Swinca 
  and partners  
- $350.000 INVESTED by founders and 
  $500.000 private sale 
- 10 FULL TIME employees with deep real 
  estate expertise  
- PROTOTYPE READY proof of concept & 
  150 properties in pipeline 

- Ticker Symbol: SWI  
- Web site : https://swi.swinca.io 
- Total coins supply: 400.000.000  
- Coin Price: $0.10 to $0.60 
- Soft cap: $2.000.000 (Pre-sale) 
  $10.000.000 (Crowdsale) 
- Hard cap: $6.000.000 (Pre-sale) 
  $75.000.000 (Crowdsale) 
- Payment methods: BTC ETH USDT +100 cryptos 

- Minimum purchase volume: 500 SWI tokens 
- Maximum purchase volume: No max 
- Initial coin distribution date:  
  20 April 2019  (or sooner if cap is reached) 
 

Introduction 
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Real estate investment is considered as attractive, safe and 
generating important returns. However it is still complicated, 
has limitation and entry barriers. Thus, owning properties is 

not as accessible as it could and should be, remaining 
slow and inefficient. 

- There is no liquidity in the real estate asset market. 
- Transactions (buying, selling, exchanging) still takes time and are costly. 
- Offer limited to specific countries or categories. 
- Processes in place for ownership are counterproductive and takes months. 
- A lot of intermediaries and related costs limit investment opportunities. 
- Fractional investment is not a reality and minimum investment required are too high. 
- Difficult to access cross border, commercial or high yields  investments opportunities. 
- Hardly possible to manage a diversified portfolio of real estate with small amounts. 
- Unfair Monopolistic (notaries, brokers, administrations) situations for retail investors. 
 

problems 



 Real estate crowdfunding platforms are amongst one of the only solution on the 
market to deliver something close to what Swinca is doing. They bring the possibility 
to invest fractionally, get dividends and capital gains on real estate assets, but still 
remains not fully optimal. 
 
 We consider those platforms as "hybrids" solutions. They are offering  "co-ownership" 
over free and instant fractional ownership. In the past few years they have been great  
market openers and raised awareness of what fractional investment and liquid real 
estate assets could offer, but they remain very limited in investment choices. 
 
 Despite their appeal they must ask for a minimum amount per investment, which have 
to be hold for a certain period of time before to be sold. Also, transacting ownerships is 
time consuming and costly which result in keeping the real estate market illiquid. 
 
 Therefore, not everybody can easily access to real estate investments. 
Especially the ones giving the best returns. Smaller retail investors are left behind on 
those type of investments when they could actually bring liquidity to the market. We 
want to give them the choice to invest and disinvest as they wish. 
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Current solutions 



Tokenizing real world assets on the blockchain is one of the main use-case of the 

blockchain for 2019. We trust this opportunity to be large enough for us and other entities to 

be part of it.  Thus, by giving the possibility to large and small investors to participate in 

great investments, they can transact between each other effortlessly and instantly. By doing 

so, we are bringing liquidity to the market making transactions of assets instant, cost-

effective and much easier. Also those transactions are fully transparents using the blockchain, 

which means that investors have now the possibility to take informed decision with open 

track record including all informations they need (occupancy rate, number of previous 

transactions, yields, value appreciation etc…).  

 

Our goal is to let anyone access to any real estate investment opportunity worldwide. 

They can transparently choose what percentages of a flat, a house, an office or a land they 

want to invest in. That way they can benefit from a personalized real estate portfolio that is 

flexible to manage. 

 

We anticipate better returns on investments than most competitors and current solutions 

who aren’t using blockchain for their real estate assets. Participant can decide for a part of 

their rent income to be paid in SWI coin which is designed to intrinsically increase in value with 

Swinca over time.  7 

Swinca’s vision 
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Swinca is a platform offering the opportunity to instantly invest in real estate. 
Allowing anyone to become a multi-properties owner. 

 By tokenizing real estate assets located worldwide, Swinca allows anyone to create 
and manage their own portfolios by investing in the properties desired. Investors receive 
their monthly income rent, and capital gain instantly.  
 
 Properties are tokenized on blockchain. Swinca platform is easy to use, instant and 
require no minimum of investment. Once investors allocate their investments to specific 
properties, they automatically receive their respective income rent and capital gain 
without the hurdle of managing anything.  
 
 On the profit generated from the properties, 90% goes back to the investors and a 
fee of 10% is charged to sustain Swinca's activities. Swinca will get alternative revenue 
streams (more details in the business model part) but at the moment those 10% represent 
swinca's main revenu. That’s why it is in Swinca's interest to carefully search, analyse 

and negotiate investment deals with a focus on qualitative properties, generating high yields. 
 
 Investors participating at the ICO will benefit from the Priority Investor Pass with a 
minimum of 1 ETH invested. The pass give access to premium features of which is 
included a free Swinca Bank account and bank card to withdraw, pay, exchange, FIAT 
and /or cryptocurrencies (see section for more details). 

Concept 

presentation 



Browse worldwide 
investments offered on swinca.co 

Allocate your investments to 
the desired properties 

They collect monthly income 
from rentals + capital gain 

 Swinca team and partners search, analyse and 
negotiate investment deals all around the globe.  
 Offering a large and various investment type as for 
example luxurious villas, apartments, offices in location 
such as Dubaï, Bali, Croatia, Portugal, etc... (More details 
in the Swinca's Real Estate Investment strategy part). 
 
> Investors create their portfolio of properties with 
   different level of risks and returns. 
 

 Investors chose the properties they want 
to invest in. They can buy directly with FIAT 
currencies but have a better price using the 
Swinca Cryptos (SWI Coin or NCA Token (More 
details in the Tokenomics part).  
 
> Investors can easily and instantly remove their 
   invested allocation. 
 

 Every months investors receive their payments from the rental income on the 
properties managed by Swinca.  Whenever an investor wants to sell any property 
shares, their value are recalculate to the current value of the property. He receive the 
payment from the capital gain when he hold his shares over a certain period of time 
(approximately one year).  
 Swinca select the properties with high capital gain potential 
but the profitability is highly tied to real estate market, therefore it is possible to encounter losses and 
decrease in value for some investments. In that case, if Investors sell their properties 
shares at a time they are undervalued or suffered from a market correction investors 
might lose consequently. 
 
> Swinca created an insurance compensating losses (More details in the insurance part). 

9 
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Receiving their profit 

Using their profit 

 Investors are free to decide how to receive their monthly rental 
income. Swinca offer two tokens the SWI coins with volatile price 
representing Swinca as company and the NCA tokens with fixed price to 
1$ representing the properties. (More details in the Tokens part). 
  
 We encourage and incentivise them to opt for receiving their monthly 
rental payment in both tokens. Moreover receiving a better profit, they 
participate to swinca's growth and get premium advantages by deciding 
getting paid in SWI + NCA. 
 
> ICO Investors investing more than 1 ETH will access to the premium features. 

 Once they receive their profit, they are free to reinvest, withdraw, 
exchange for Fiat ($ € £) or other crypto, but they also have the 

possibility to spend their cryptos thanks to SWINCA BANK offering a 
bank card they can shop online and offline directly with their cryptos. 
 
> Reinvesting in the platform unlock bonuses, and give access 
to premium features. (More details in the Priority Investor Pass 
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       10% fee on rent income and capital gains 
 The company Swinca (Swiss Invest Capital SA) is generating revenue as  

The same way users/investors generate their own income through the platform. 
Swinca charge 10% fee on investor's profits.  
 
       Coin buyback / resell 
 Each time an investors invest in a new property on the platform, Swinca in 
parallel buyback SWI coins  directly on the crypto-exchanges. (More detail in the 
SWI coin price analysis part). Those SWI coins are locked for a certain period of 
time. When they are later unlocked, part are use for insurance and the rest is 
sold lack for swinca as a revenu steam. 
 
   Membership to Priority Investment Pass (for non ICO participants) 
 After the ICO, investors have to subscribe to the monthly membership, 
payable in SWI coins In order to benefit from the Priority Investment Pass.  
            > PIP membership included for all ICO investors (min 1 ETH) 
 
       Subscription for professionals 
     All professionals willing to advertise their properties to be sold, rent or 
         financed, using the swinca platform have a membership. 
 
      Swinca Bank 
 Swinca is benefiting from a banking licence allowing to offer a large range                         

    of financial products and services to its clients. 

       Others revenue streams 
Swinca can receive alternative revenue streams through broker-dealer activities, 
transactions and rental services for professional, seasonal and leisures 
activities.   
 

Revenue streams 
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1. High returns 
 
2. Monthly passive income 
 
3. Invest with no minimum 
 
4. Invest in properties worldwide 
 
5. Manage a diversified portfolio 
 
6. Reduced cost thanks to the use of tokens 
 
7. No intermediary 
 
8. Secured thanks to the blockchain 
 
9. Transparency of property informations 
 
10. Easy use of monthly earnings cryptos and/or FIAT. 
 

11. Properties management powered by swinca 
  
12. Swinca search, analyzed, negotiate and 
    select the best properties 
 
13. SWI coin price increase naturally with Swinca 
 
14. Team highly skilled with real estate expertise 
 
15. Perfect timing for real estate asset tokenization 
 
16. Aligned goals between Swinca the investors  
 
17. Bank licence to manage crypto & FIAT 
 
18. Bank card included to withdraw, spend, 
    exchange and transfers  
 
19. Financial insurance for potential losses  
 
20. 1 COIN and 1 TOKEN to hedge the risks  
 

20 benefits of Swinca 
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 Swinca search the best investment opportunities worldwide, analyse  
Investments attractiveness and, select the best properties. Once the selection is 
done, swinca negotiate the deal and acquire the properties. Then Swinca take 
care of the legal aspects, contracts, insurances, and rental managements with 
the support of local third parties partners. The properties are at that moment 
added to the platform then tokenized by the investors.  
 
 Type of properties: Swinca’s goal is to offer a wide range of investment, 

focusing on properties such as main residences, secondaries residencies, rental 
investment professional and personal. Services and leisure residencies as well as 
peer to peer rental. Properties are in all stage of development, they can be in 
renovation, new, in construction, to buy with developers, rentals, sublet, 
prestigious places, leisure, professional offices and coworking spaces, services 
residencies, datacenters. 
 
  Selection process : We assess property opportunity with predefined due 
      diligence checklists for each property investment type that they work         

     towards.  
 
 

Swinca investments strategy 
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The Priority Investor Pass is a premium features of the Swinca 
platform. Any investor staking more than 1 ETH at the ICO will 

automatically get it. 

- Access the best deals when investing (quality, performance, yield...) 
- No fees, no limit on withdrawals or spending 
- Free Swinca bank account + free Swinca bank card mastercard  
- Free exchange rate on transactions between Fiat and Cryptos 
- 5% bonus on capital gains  
- No deposit needed to reserve a future investment 
- Benefit from the Swinca Insurance on potential losses 

 Swinca created a financial reserve that will play the role of an insurance fund.  
This insurance is put in place to compensate any potential financial loss that 
investors can suffer from associated to the performances Swinca's real estate 
investments. 
 
 Firstly, 15% of the funds raised from the ICO are put in a reserve. Secondly, 
as and when Swinca growth, this reserve increase proportionally. When a new 
property is added to the platform, a percentages of its value (~10%) is placed in the 
reserve. This insurance reserve then growth continuously with the growth of Swinca 
(more details in the token price part). 
 
> Swinca investors after the ICO can get the Priority Investor Pass by 
subscribing to a monthly membership paid in SWI tokens or by holding 2500 
SWI in their account. 
 

Priority Investor Pass 

Financial Insurance (warranty) 

Advantages of the priority investor pass: 
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 Swinca bank allows swinca's investors to directly pay and exchange 
their cryptos. Offering all the services of a neo-bank, swinca bank allow the 
possibility to manage fiat and crypto-currencies under the same account. 
  
 Investing in Blockchain and crypto-related projects had become 
mainstream, thus crypto Investors have been able to generate very high returns. 
However still a lot of friction and pain points remains unsolved by using classic 
banking within the crypto investment cycle. 
  
 Classic banks are not offering what crypto-investors are looking for, thence 
an increasing number of people are looking for alternative banking solutions by 
adopting new banking services such as Revolut. In this context, Swinca created 
a premium crypto bank with a seamless and transparent experience that is easy 
to use, more participatory, designed by crypto-investors for crypto investors. 
 

 IBAN bank account for fiat currencies, Transfer with SEPA/BIC/SWIFT, An 
international Payment Debit card (Mastercard), Offer of securities and issuance 
of financial warranties, Cash, payment and funds management, Checking and 
savings  account, Online banking (Web & mobile), World payment 
compensation, A wallet for SWI, NCA and other crypto currencies. 

Swinca bank 

Bank Features 
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 Swinca bank manage the rental payments of properties using the 
Blockchain to redistribute automatically the respective allocation to each 
investors on their crypto bank account. 
  
 Investors can then instantly exchange, transfer, withdraw and pay with 
any crypto/FIAT.  Swinca bank is offering the same advantages than any neo 
banks. 
Allowing investors to directly benefit from crypto-wallets and exchange services 
all-in-one under a unique account. The goal is to allow any crypto holders to 
store their crypto (including SWI and NCA) in a digital wallet to easily exchange 
them for Fiat currencies how and when they wish.  
 
 Besides a better management of crypto assets, this feature tied to the 
payment card allow to use cryptos for any domestic uses. 
 
 
  Swinca investors can receive their SWI and NCA from rent payments and 
capital gain directly on their crypto bank account. They can directly spend their 
crypto on any payment online or offline at any point of sale. 
 

Advantages of the bank 
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 Swinca bank has a bank licence in Estonia and is accompanied by banking  
experts taking care of controls and regulations (AML, KYC, e-payment).  
 
 In order to offer a wide range of financial services (including asset 
management, investments, and payment processing services) a multi-jurisdictional 
group of entities is set up. 
 
 The Estonia Company represent a legal presence in one of the most respected 
jurisdiction in the world, plus the legal capacity to offer financial services to clients 
worldwide. 
 
 The company Swinca is divided in two parts, one the structure located in 
switzerland, Zug (Crypto Valley) and another structure based in Mauritius. 
 
 Firstly the structure (Swiss Invest Capital SA) based in Zug, have intermediary 
and advisory role. The company will also take care of the activities related to the 
property management and the development of the platform swinca.co 
 
 Secondly the structure Swinca located in Mauritius is an investment fund. The 
advantages are many. Beyond benefiting from a very attractive tax system (max 
15%) the investment fund in mauritius has a feature called PCC (Protected Cell 
Company) which is a legal entity allowing to divide its investments into specific and 
independent cells as in the following graph. 
 
 Thanks to this second structure, Swinca allow to offer to all investors the 
opportunity to invest and exchange any of the property shares of their choice legally 
on the platform swinca.co. The fund also take in charge the KYC and AML 
procedures. 
 

STRUCTURE AN LEGAL CONFIGURATION 
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 Swinca is undertaking a coin sale that will provide institutional 
and individual contributors with the opportunity to participate in the 
Swinca project. This part presents key information pertaining to the 
structure and terms of the token sale. 

- Ticker Symbol: SWI  
- Web site: https://swi.swinca.io 
- Total coins supply: 400.000.000  
- Coin Price: $0.10 to $0.60 
- Soft cap:  $2.000.000 (Pre-sale) $ 10.000.000 (Crowdsale) 
- Hard cap: $6.000.000 (Pre-sale) $ 75.000.000 (Crowdsale) 
- Payment methods: BTC ETH USDT +100 other cryptos 

- Minimum purchase volume: 500 SWI  
- Maximum purchase volume: No max 
- Date presale 26 November 2018 to 25 January 2019 (60 days)  
- Date crowdsale : 1 February 2019 au 31 March 2019 (60 days) 
- Date of distribution: 20 April 2019  (or sooner if cap is reached) 

21 

Overview ico – coins sale 
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- The coin sale will consist of the private-sale, a pre-sale, and a public sale. 
 
- The SWI has a progressive price ($0.01 per day). 
 o Presale start at $0.10 and close at $0,30 limited of 20M SWI ($2M to $6M).  
 o Crowd-sale start at 0.30$ and close at 0.60$. 
 
- Further information regarding timelines, discounts, KYC procedures, 
  restricted countries and supported payment methods will be made available 
  on SWINCA's website as the public sale draws closer.  
 
- The cryptos will be issued post-listing on at least one major exchange (no 
  later than the end of Q2 2019).  
 
- To further fund the development of the platform, SWINCA may occasionally 
  initiate additional coin sales from the SWI hold in reserve.  
 

Details of the coin sale 



For all intents and purposes, the total supply of 
SWI coins during the formative stages of the platform 
will be limited to 400,000,000 SWI. The SWI coins will 

be allocated in accordance with the chart below. 
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Coin allocation and distribution 
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Founding Team (5%) 
5% of the SWI coins will be shared between the founders 

> The founders have their coins gradually unlocked over 3 years. 
 

Employees and Advisors (5%) 
Employees and Advisors of Swinca share 5% of the total SWI. Depending on the 
amount hold by certain advisors and employees they will have lockups period and 

vesting as well.  
> Employees and advisors have a vesting lockup period depending the amount 

they hold. 
 

Marketing, Airdrop and Bounty (3%) 
3% SWI coins will be allocated for Marketing incentives Airdrop and Bounties. 

 

  

 Investors private sale (2%) 

2% of the coins are sold to business angels and early private investors. 
> These investors will have tokens gradually unlocked over a period of 3 years. 

 

Investors pre-ICO and ICO (35%) 
Investors participating to the ICO coin swisale (Pre-sale & crowdsale) will receive 

SWI coins. The coins will be distributed the 20 february 2019 11:00 AM UTC or 
sooner if the crowdsale. 
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        Unsold coins 

 
The unsold coins will be locked up into SWINCA RESERVE and will be used 
for investors willing to invest in the SWI coins POST-ICO at the market rate 
directly on the Swinca platform. Those coins will be unlocked sparingly 
depending on the market conditions and price movements. The SWI coins in 
reserve may also be used for other purpose such as rewarding loyal investors, 
marketing activities and future services. 
> The SWI in reserve have a 10 years vesting period. 
 

 

 

 Coins sale participant can decide to lock 50% of their coins for 
     additional discount. 
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 Swinca will use 15% of the fund raised as 
a reserve. This reserve will be used for investors 
willing to cash-out essentially in Fiat without 
forcing Swinca to resell the properties. The funds 
will also be used within the banking service for 
investors benefiting from the Priority Investor 
Pass. When an investor wants to spend his NCA 
tokens to any point of sale or for online purchase. 
The bank reserve will be used to pay the merchant 
in FIAT currency. Swinca indirectly buy the NCA 
tokens with FIAT and transfer the FIAT to the 
merchant. 

 Swinca will use 60% of the amount raised at the ICO 
to purchase the properties to be offered on the Swinca 
real estate investment platform. To know more about the 
selection process of properties you can read all the details 
under the "Type of properties" section. 

Operational Expenses (25%) 
 - Product development (50%) 
 - Marketing (45%) 
 - Offices, furnitures, operation costs (5%) 
 

Use of funds from ico 

Swinca Bank Reserve (15%) Buying Properties (60%) 
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10% commission on rent income and capital gains 

The company Swinca (Swiss Invest Capital SA) Is generating revenue the same 
way users/investors generate their own revenus through the platform. Swinca take a 

10% profit on investors profits. 

 

5% coin buy-back 

Swinca reinvest 20% in SWI each time a new investors take a participation in a 
property and lock it until he decides to sell them back. At that moment the SWI price 

is expected to increase in value. 

 
 

Membership to Priority Investment Pass 
(for non ICO participants) 

 
In order to access to the greatest deal on the platform (I.e High return 

potential) investors must subscribe to the PIP membership. 
 
 
 

Subscription for professionals 
 

Professionals pay to sell or rent their property, swinca act as a broker. 
 
 

Others 
 

Rental activities, leisure services (Holiday and resort), other assets, cleaning 
services etc. 

Business model 
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SWI coin (ICO)  
Swinca's Performances  

  
1 SWI = 0.60$ (ICO price) 

Price variable 

 The SWI coin is internal and 
external to swinca's platform and 
represent Swinca's performances and 
growth on the whole.  
 Investor can trade it on the 
exchanges and/or use them on swinca's 
platform. It is designed to grow in sync 
with Swinca and can also be allocated to 
Swincass properties. 
 

SWI coin (ICO) 

- Give right to rent income 
- Financial shares in properties 
- Give right to capital gains 
- Intrinsic value appreciation 
- Trading and speculation 
- Access to premium feature 
- Access to Priority Investor Pass 
 

NCA token 

Properties shares % 
 

1 NCA = 1$    
 Price always fixed to 1$ 

 The NCA token is only internal to 
swinca's platform and represent specific 
shares of a specific handpicked  property. 
 When allocated onto specific 
properties on swinca's platform it gives 
the right to obtain a monthly  rent and 
capital gain based on how many % 
shares are allocated. 
 

- Financial shares in properties 
- Give right to rent income 
- Give right to capital gains 
- Security and price stability 
- Role of exchange and transaction 
 

tokenomics

s 

swi nca 
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Type PoW/PoS Hybrid Blockchain 

PoW Algorithm Quark 

PoW Block Reward for Test 250 SWI 

Block time 60 Seconds 

PoW Phase Max Coin Supply 100,000 SWI 

Difficulty Retarget Every Block 

PoS Reward Decrease 250 to 5 SWI 

Coin Max Supply 400,000,000 SWI 

Coin Premined 200,000,000 SWI 

 

SWI Coin Specifications 

Bitcoin mining network now consumes more electricity than 159 countries of the world. 

Ethereum energy consumption is more than the entire island of Cyprus, as well as Cambodia and Brunei, 
according to reports. 

The findings are part of the resource’s "Ethereum Energy Consumption Index", launched to track expenditure as 

the Ethereum network prepares to transfer from Proof-of-Work to Proof-of-stake model Casper. 
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 The NCA token represent the investment in property only. The NCA price 
doesn't increase or decrease, isn't correlated to the crypto-market and its 
associated risks Investors allocate NCA tokens to properties they're interested in. 
 
 It is a stable coin 1 NCA = 1$ designed for investors willing to invest only and 
solely in the real estate without volatility and uncertainty. Investors can also invest 
directly any Fiat or crypto-currencies on properties. 
 
  But using the NCA token has no fee associated when investing, selling, 
transacting and spending.  
 
 
- Get a monthly passive income.  
- Invest in properties with high potential capital gains.  
- Access to worldwide real estate. 
- Spend the NCA as a stable currency for your daily need. 
 
 
> The NCA tokens will be tradable on the exchange later in 2019 when enough 
assets will be purchased. NCA token will then be used as an alternative to USDT 
and other stable coin. 
 

Advantages of investing 

in NCA: Low risk 
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 The SWI coin has the same properties that the NCA token but is 
tradable on the crypto platforms, which means that it’s price will be 
subject to higher volatility and uncertainty. 
 
 We designed the SWI coin with a price increase in mind. Investors investing 
in the SWI coin are exposed to larger risks and higher profit. We anticipate the 
SWI price to be highly volatile the months following the coin sale. Once the 
platform will be launched we anticipate the price to stabilise itself and grow 
organically with the platform (more details in the SWI price analysis). 
 
- Get the Priority Investor Pass. 
- Generate high potential profit on the long term. 
- Get premium features, fee exemptions and bonuses. 
- Get the Swinca Insurance as warranty. 
 

 We trust that the optimal strategy to invest in Swinca is to use both 
cryptos. Investing in SWI will increase risks but inevitably increase 
the potential profits. While investing in parallel in properties NCA will lower the 
risks and will allow to generate a safe monthly income and capital gain. 

Advantages of using both 
SWI + NCA 

Advantages of investing in 

SWI: High Profit 
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 Investors have two choices, investing directly in properties available on the 
Swinca’s platform and receive an equivalent stakes of NCA tokens. Or investing in 
the SWI coins to either trade it on the crypto exchanges or to allocate it to 
properties available on the Swinca's platform. 
 

1 . Investors send any currency crypto or FIAT to Swinca. 
 2. Investors receive equivalent stakes of NCA tokens 1 NCA= 1$ (Stable coin). 
 3. Investors browse the various properties rigorously selected by Swinca. 
 4. With the NCA tokens they freely allocate them to the properties of their choice. 
 5. They receive their monthly payment on rentals and yearly payment on capital gain. 
 6. They can chose to receive their payment in SWI, NCA and /or any other currency. 
 7. They have the choice to reinvest, withdraw, exchange, transfer, spent at any time. 

> The SWI coin offer the same features than the NCA token plus:  
 
 1. The possibility to trade the SWI on crypto-trading platforms. 
 2. A moving price with high growth potential for long term investment. 
 3. Give access to the Priority Investor Pass (Insurance, bonuses, no fees...). 
 

Choice 1: Investing with NCA (properties' shares performances) 

Choice 2: Investing in SWI (Swinca's general performances) 

Crypto flow of SWI & NCA 
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On what the SWI price is based?  

What will influence its value to rise or fall?  

And what mechanics are behind it?  

The SWI coin is designed to grow organically in sync with Swinca. So the price is based 
on the platform performance and not solely on crypto speculation. We trust that the SWI 
price will mainly be affected by:  
 
 - The fundraising amount at the ICO 
 - The choices of exchange, trading platforms and their speculative activities 
 - The performances of the properties proposed on swinca.co 
 - Investors acquisition and investment value in swinca's properties  
 - The number of properties and their diversities 
 - The team's execution capability 
 - The speed of expansion post-ICO 
 - The willingness from investors to reinvest their gains 
 - The number of memberships for the property investor pass 
 - The pools of Masternode for Swinca coin 
 - Other elements (SWI spent, pro accounts, market, etc...) 
 
 

 

 The total supply of SWI is capped to 400.000.000 SWI.  In order to naturally 
increase its price we've put in place several systems allowing to decrease the available 
quantity of circulating supply with the growth of swinca.  
 

The quantity of available SWI decrease with the increase in number of:   

 - Investors investing in swinca's properties  
 - Investors investing in SWI for the long term 
 - Properties offered to be tokenized 
 - Members subscribing to the Priority investor pass  (Require to hold SWI) 
 - Transaction of property (Lock)  
 
 

Mechanics to increase the SWI price 

SWI Coin Price Analysis 
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50%50%

Reserve

Insurance
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  Date N: Investor Invest in property 
 
1. He browse the platform and select an investment. 
 
2. He invest by allocating his tokens to specific properties.  
 
3. He receive monthly rent income from his percentage stake. 
 
 
 
      In parallel, Swinca 
 
1. Buy an equivalent of 20% the amount invested of SWI tokens. 
 
2. The 20% equivalent SWI tokens are bought on the exchange at  
   the live current rate. 
 
3. Those SWI tokens are withdrawn from the market and locked up.  
 

SWI are locked when investor buys 
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   Date N+1 : Investor disinvest 
 
1. He give back the stakes to Swinca or directly to another 
investors. 
 
2. He stops receiving monthly rent income. 
 
3. He receive the equivalent stakes value + capital Gain. 
 
4. He can decide to withdraw in any currency, or reinvest Fully, or  
   Partially. 
 
       In parallel, Swinca 
 
1. Unlock the 20% equivalent SWI that was locked at the investment 
   day. 
 
 1. 10% are sold on the exchanges for Swinca's expenses. 
 
 2. 10% are sold on the exchanges used as Insurance for the  
    Priority Investor Pass. 

SWI are locked when investor sells 
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 For each new transaction (buy/sell of property shares), the number of 
SWI available diminish. When an investor buy shares of a new property on 
swinca.co , in parallel, Swinca also buys SWI’s parallely on the trading 
platforms (at the market rate). The repurchase of SWI is fixed at 20% of the 
transaction amount. 
 
 Those SWI are then parallely tied to the investors transaction and are 
locked until the day they decide to sell their shares. At that time, Swinca 
will unlock the SWI and divide their use in two part: reserve and insurance. 
 
 

Reserve 50% (10%) : The SWI are put in 
reserve and can be used by Swinca for 
promoting activities and /or resell them as a 
complementary revenue stream.  
 
Insurance 50% (10%) : The SWI are sold 
at the market rate, then put in the 
insurance fund. 
 

Lock of swi 
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Type of investors 
 The SWI Investors who are participating to the ICO, they are looking for high 
returns. Investing in Swinca either as a trading tool or a long term investment. The 
NCA Investors who are looking for strong, stable and steady returns based on the 
real estate industry by investing in specific properties of their choice.   
 
 Besides investors participating at the ICO and future investors interested by 
real estate investments, buyers of properties, user who want to rent properties and 
professional clients who seeking exposure for their properties to be sold are in our 
target market. 
 

Legal and Compliance 
 The coin gives you an option to participate and contribute to the project 
and his features. As soon as you allocate a stake of cryptos on a specific property, 
you'll receive an automatic return on investments based on the monthly rent and 
potential capital gains. You can also use the cryptos to rent properties on the platform 
and pay for premium and advanced features. 
 
 The coin does not represent a property title in the legal sense, investors don't 
own a part of a property because they don’t have a notary conforming that they are 
the owner. The token represent a private agreement between Swinca and its investors. 
Swinca is the legal owner with 100% of the legal shares. 
 
 The coin also represent mean of payment within the services offered by Swinca 
Bank. Using the tokens allow to lower the commission fees. It's also a tool to access 
premium features. (detailed in the Priority Investor Pass). 
 
 - In case of liquidation and termination of the project all the properties will be 
sold and the funds will be redistributed back to each investors and their respective 
investments. 
 

Additional informations 
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 The advantages of tokenizing the real asset on the blockchain are 
multiples. 
It allows to manage transaction securely, decentralised and in a transparent way 
allowing investors to invest in asset they wouldn't have to possibility to do 
without. 
Using coin and token allows to transact assets freely with no minimum amount 
required. Transactions are easy and instant and doesn't cost. 
 
 Since Swinca's asset records are stored in the Blockchain, buying, renting 
    and receiving dividends become easy, fast and decentralized through the 
   blockchain. 
 
 When buying a part of a property, parts are locked by the platform and 
attached to your decentralized portfolio in the Blockchain. When someone else 
rent this property, our platform checks the Blockchain records, calculate and 
distribute the rent revenue instantly according to our predefined property 
management rules. 
 
 Investors can also trade and exchange your part of any property peer-to- 
peer using wallet or trusted third party service. And because private key acts as 
 a proof of ownership, our platform can check -in a secure way- that the digital 
signature attached to every transaction, matches the owner of the asset and 
authorize the transaction accordingly. 
 

technology 
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 Risk related to the SWI coins: The acquisition of SWI coins involves a high 
degree of risk. Each potential purchaser of SWI coins should carefully consider the 
following information about these risks before she/he decides to buy SWI coins. If any 
of the following risks actually occurs, the SWINCA platform and the value of the SWI 
coins could be materially adversely affected. The risks and uncertainties described 
below in this White Paper may not be the only ones token holders face. Additional 
risks and uncertainties may also materially adversely affect the Swinca Platform or 
the value of the SWI coins. 
 
 
 1. Even though we designed the SWI to increase in value and decrease in quantity, 
   we're not able to promise 100% that its price will always smoothly increase every 
   day. Investors are highly exposed to potential losses.  
 
 2. Swinca being a startup, investors are exposed to several risks due to its early  
    stage. (Market conditions, competition,execution, regulation, production, etc...). 
 
 Risks related to the NCA tokens: It is in swinca's interest to analyse and 
carefully select the best assets before to offer them as investment on the platform. 
The NCA tokens representing solely the properties shares. We anticipate the NCA    
tokens to be significantly less risky than the SWI tokens as they are backed by real      
estate asset having a collateral role in case of financial difficulties. Investors will 
always be sure to get the stake value of the properties they invested in so their risk 
is as high as the real estate market. 
 

risks 



Swinca Platform Idea 

November 2017 

Private Fundraising 
June – Sept 2018 

Pre-ICO 
26 Nov 18 - 25 Jan 19 

ICO 
Feb - March 2019 

Swinca Real Estate 
April 2019 

Swinca Bank 
May  2019 

Mobile Wallet 
June 2019 

Final Web Site 
September 2019 

Partnership 
December 2019 
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roadmap 



Opportunity to earn profit via the network 

SWINCA offers a sponsorship system that allows members 
to sponsor other investors and earn an investment commission. 

To earn a profit, members will share and present their network 
to as many investors as possible. 
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8% 

4% 

2% 
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Partenaires 
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Thank you for your interesting in SWINCA. 

Please see updated details on our 
website 

https://www.swinca.io 


